Classroom & Campus Technology Baseline Recommendation

Classroom:

1. Teacher Computer (Windows 7, 2 GB memory - minimum)
2. Printer
3. Projector & sound solution so students can hear media
4. Document camera
5. iPad & Apple TV (for interactive teaching)

Campus:

K-5 Campuses
A teaching/learning environment that can accommodate 40 students at one time. This can be accomplished through a lab/media center or mobile devices (i.e., iPads, laptops). This will also help with online testing needs.

6-12 Campuses
Two (2) teaching learning environments that can accommodate 40 students at one time. This can be accomplished through the following:

- lab
- library technology
- mobile devices

**at least one “physical” lab (i.e., a traditional lab/room with computers) is required at every secondary campus for group instruction